
EGER AND ITS SURROUNDINGS 

Concerning tourism, Eger is one of the most outstanding places of interest 
of all Hungarian cities, due to its historic buildings and wine.

During the first waves of organizing the country, settlements began to 
appear on Eger's present site. King St. Stephen I founded one of the five 
bishoprics here. In the past centuries, Eger had several famous bishops, 
who kept a humanist court, and spent a fortune on constructing and 
developing many of the present day buildings of the bishopric. One of these 
Bishops of Eger was Ferenc Barkóczy, who also had the title, Lord 
Lieutenant. He started to build several luxurious buildings, and in order to 
control these buildings; he invited well-known craftsmen and artists. 
Henrik Fazola was one of them. This young man, despite of his young age 
of 28-30, received remarkable, expensive commissions of nice profit from 
his patron. Thus he needed for the work more and more iron and steel. 
Nevertheless, from the beginning of the 18th century, the demand on iron 
increased rapidly. This need and Fazola's personal ambitions led him into 
the ancient forests of the Bükk Mountains to search for iron ore, and later, 
to organize an ironworks.

Thus it is not at all an exaggeration to claim that the demand on iron and 
steel in Eger and its surroundings in the second half of the 18th century and 
Fazola's intention to build a foundry, led to the establishment of the 
Ironworks of Diósgyõr, and brought it international fame.

The masterpieces of iron-culture in Eger praise Henrik Fazola and, later, 
his brother, Lénárt's work and artistic talent. Their first task was to build an 
extension to the bishops' palace in Felsõtárkány. This work resulted in a 
beautiful rococo-style manor house, with rows of columns, flights of stairs 
and fountains. Art metalwork ornamented the entire front garden, the 
reception room and the gallery. In parallel with these works, they could 
work on the bishops' palace in Harsány, on the second floor of the palace in 
Eger, then the County Hall. The heritage of their latter work, are the cast 
iron corridor-bars, leaved gates, round-arched window-bars at the front of 
the building and the balcony-bars. Among these works, the gate with the 
coat-of-arms is well known all over the world. This gate is one of the most 
outstanding representatives of the baroque-rococo wrought-iron 
craftsmanship.
 Fazola's talent was acknowledged by the age he lived in. His annual 
income reached the Lord-Lieutenant's income, namely, about 15000 gold 
a year. He became the most wanted craftsman, a favoured, rich man. 
However, the possibilities for a longer career in the bishop's court petered 
out. The bishop, Ferenc Barkóczy, did not give further commissions since 
he had to move his residence to Esztergom. In addition, his heir, Károly 
Eszterházy decided to remove the luxurious parts of the bishops' palace. It 
was Fazola, who had to do that job, and mounted the wrought iron pieces of 
art metalwork into less representative places.

This was the time when he decided to spend his money on mining for iron 
ore and building an ironworks. After three years of tiring and expensive 
work, he discovered red iron ore near a village, called Uppony. 
Unfortunately, his funds could not finance his further enterprises. He had 
to find investors in Vienna, who did him out of his money, as he did not have 
any fiscal experience.

In the meanwhile, rivals appeared. In 1773 the Csáky earls planted an 
ironworks in Szendrõ using the water of the Bódva river. Though, this 
foundry was closed down in 1807. Then some time around 1778 in 
Dédestapolcsány, Serbian merchants founded an iron-furnace and several 
forges using the water of the nearby Bán brook. These were closed down 
after 1872. In Szilvásvárad, earl Ádám Keglevich established a forge in 
1792, and ten years later a blast furnace was started, which operated till 
1870. In Nagyvisnyó a smaller forge was in operation between 1849 and 
1872. Later Fazola's story continued in Diósgyõr, as the new residence of  
Fazola family was placed there until his death, at the age of 49.

The present day Eger's cityscape is mainly characterised by the buildings 
raised in the 18th Century. The capitalist development in the city did not 
result in a major change. Due to the lack of main transport roads, only the 
food-industry developed in Eger. However, more and more effort was put 
in the improvement of tourism, into the utilizing of our cultural heritage. 
Besides the historic buildings, the city's touristic value is increased by its 
medical springs.

At the turn of the millennium, the two cities, Eger and Miskolc cuddling the 
Bükk region, can find a chance for a breakthrough by renewing their 
earlier touristic co-operation complemented by the possible utilization of 
the industrial heritage. For this case, Eger and Miskolc and the 
surrounding settlements have to win, in the first place, the Management of 
the Bükk National Park, the nearby forestries and the leading tourist 
organizations. In Eger there are 9 museums and exhibition halls, in Heves 
county 34 public collections welcome the tourists.
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